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A. Details for Data Collection

A.1. Interface for Subjective Experiments

The interface for the subjective experiments is built upon

Gradio 3.34.0, set up locally on Ubuntu 20.04 workstations.

All participants need to record their ID and write down their

pathway feedbacks for a given image. The MOS for the im-

age and possible low-level attributes are listed as reference.

A screenshot of the interface is shown in Fig. 1.

A.2. Prompts for Building QInstruct with GPT

What/How questions. Generate multiple question and an-

swer pairs based on the following description of an image

quality. The questions can start with ºWhat/Why/Howº.

The answer should be concise and only contain the core

information with minimum words. You should also gener-

ate several false answers for each question under the key

of ªfalse candidatesº, which are also reasonable given the

question by contradicts with the description. Organize the

output a list in JSON format and when you respond, please

only output the json, no other words are needed:

Description: $DESC

Yes/No questions. Generate multiple yes-or-no question

and answer pairs based on the following description of an

image quality. The answer should be concise and only con-

tain ºYesº or ºNoº. The number of questions with the an-

swer ºYesº should be close to the number of questions with

the answer ºNoº. You can also ask questions about quality

issues that are not mentioned in the analysis. The answer

for those unsure questions should be ºNoº. Organize the

output a list in JSON format and when you respond, please

only output the json, no other words are needed:

Description: $DESC

Extended conversations. Generate conversations based

on the following description of quality and other low-level

visual attributes of an image. These conversations can in-

clude one of the aspects in the folow 1. Examining the

causes of low-level visual patterns; 2. Providing improve-

ment suggestions on photography; 3. Providing tools to re-

store, enhance, or edit the image; 4. Recommending the

image to respective consumers; 5. Other conversations that

may happen given the descriptions. Remember to be rel-

evant to the image. Organize the output a list in JSON

format (interleaved with ºqueryº and ºresponseº keys for

each conversation) and when you respond, please only out-

put the json, no other words are needed:

Description: $DESC

B. Hyper-parameters during Training

Hyper-parameters for LLaVA-v1.5. The low-level vi-

sual instruction tuning for LLaVA-v1.5 (7B/13B) is con-

ducted with 8 NVIDIA A100-SMX4-80GB GPU (requiring

16 hours for 7B, 22 hours for 13B, for the mix version). We

record all hyper-parameters in Tab. 1.

Hyper-parameter mix with high-level after high-level

ViT init. CLIP-L/14-336 [3]

LLM init. Vicuna-v1.5 [8] LLaVA-v1.5

image resolution 336× 336 336× 336

group modality length True False

batch size 128

lr max 2e-5

lr schedule cosine decay

warmup epochs 0.03

weight decay 0

gradient acc. 1

numerical precision bfloat16

epoch 1

optimizer AdamW

optimizer sharding ✓

activation checkpointing ✓

deepspeed stage 3

Table 1. Hyper-parameters of low-level visual instruction tuning

on LLaVA-v1.5 (7B/13B), the same as original LLaVA-v1.5.

Hyper-parameters for mPLUG-Owl-2. The low-level

visual instruction tuning for mPLUG-Owl-2 is conducted

with 32 NVIDIA A100-SMX4-80GB GPU (requiring 8

hours for the mix version). Hyper-parameters in Tab. 2.

Hyper-parameters for InternLM-XComposer-VL. Sim-

ilar as mPLUG-Owl-2, the low-level visual instruction tun-

ing for InternLM-XComposer-VL is conducted with 32

NVIDIA A100-SMX4-80GB GPU (requiring 13 hours for

the mix version). Hyper-parameters are listed in Tab. 3.

C. Evaluation Details

C.1. Prompt Settings on (A1) Perception (via MCQ)

Denote the image tokens as <image>, the question as

<QUESTION>, choices as <CHOICEi>, the prompt set-

tings for different models on answering Multi-Choice Ques-

tions (MCQ) are slightly different, listed as follows. To en-

sure optimal results, during training, we also transform the

VQA subset under the same settings, respectively.

Prompt Settings for LLaVA-v1.5 (7B/13B). A chat be-

tween a curious human and an artificial intelligence assis-

tant. The assistant gives helpful, detailed, and polite an-



Figure 1. The gradio interface for subjects to provide pathway feedbacks. While the quality scores (MOS) of images are available, these

scores will be provided to the subjects as a reference, allowing the feedbacks to truly become explanations of these quality scores.

Hyper-parameter mix with high-level after high-level

ViT init. Pre-train stage (updated CLIP-L/14 [3])

LLM init. LLaMA-2 [5]

visual abstractor init. Pre-train stage mPLUG-Owl-2

image resolution 448× 448 448× 448

batch size 256

lr max 2e-5

lr schedule cosine decay

lr warmup ratio 0.03

weight decay 0

gradient acc. 16

numerical precision bfloat16

epoch 1

warm-up steps 250

optimizer AdamW

optimizer sharding ✓

activation checkpointing ✓

model parallelism 2

pipeline parallelism 1

Table 2. Hyper-parameters of low-level visual instruction tuning

on mPLUG-Owl-2, the same as the original model.

swers to the human’s questions. USER:<image>

<QUESTION>

Answer with the option’s letter from the given choices di-

rectly.

A. <CHOICEA>

B. <CHOICEB>

C. <CHOICEC>

ASSISTANT:

Prompt Settings for mPLUG-Owl-2. USER: <image>

<QUESTION>

Answer with the option’s letter from the given choices di-

Hyper-parameter mix with high-level after high-level

ViT init. EVA-CLIP-G [4]

LLM init. Pre-train stage InternLM-XComposer-VL

perceive sampler init. Pre-train stage InternLM-XComposer-VL

image resolution 224× 224 224× 224

batch size 256

lr max 5e-5

lr schedule cosine decay

lr warmup ratio 0.05

weight decay 0

gradient acc. 1

numerical precision float16

epoch 1

warm-up steps 250

optimizer AdamW

special setting low-rank adaptation (LORA)

activation checkpointing ✓

Table 3. Hyper-parameters of low-level visual instruction tuning

on InternLM-XComposer-VL, the same as the original model.

rectly.

A. <CHOICEA>

B. <CHOICEB>

C. <CHOICEC>

ASSISTANT:

Prompt Settings for InternLM-XComposer-VL.

<|User|>: <image>Please answer this question by

choosing the correct choice.Context: N/A

Question: <QUESTION>

Options: A. <CHOICEA>

B. <CHOICEB>

C. <CHOICEC>

<TOKENS UNUSED 0> <|Bot|>: Answer: The answer

is



Figure 2. Qualitative Analysis (I): A multi-turn conversation that the user subsequently queries the Q-Instruct-tuned MLLM on (1) rating

image quality, (2) reasoning the rating, (3) providing improvement suggestions, and (4) discerning the most important suggestion.

C.2. Prompt Setting on (A2) Description

For the (A2) Description task, we unify all models under

the same prompt: ªDescribe and evaluate the quality of the

image.º, as this is the only prompt that can effectively al-

low every base model to describe low-level visual attributes

and then evaluate image quality. For the alternate prompt as

shown in Fig. 1 (main paper), ªRate the quality of the im-

age. Think step by step.º, the base InternLM-XComposer-

VL only provides numbers (1/2/3/4/5) without explanations

or reasonings. Therefore, we choose the current prompt to

evaluate the description ability among all variants.

C.3. Prompt Setting on (A3) Assessment

For the (A3) Quality Assessment task, we follow the strat-

egy as proposed by Q-Bench [6], with the softmax output

between good and poor to collect better quantifiable scores

for images, under the first output token of MLLMs:

qpred =
e
x

good

SCORE TOKEN

e
x

good

SCORE TOKEN + e
x

poor

SCORE TOKEN

(1)

For KoNViD-1k, the video quality assessment dataset as

evaluated, we sample one frame per second (the same as

NIQE [2]), and average the image quality scores as calcu-

lated by Eq. 1 among frames. While we acknowledge that

this is not the optimal strategy for evaluating video quality,

the excellent results in main paper already significantly out-

perform all methods that are not trained for video quality

assessment, suggesting that if better strategies are adopted,

MLLMs can do even better on video quality assessment.

D. Qualitative Analyses

Considering that different base MLLMs reach similar per-

formance after low-level visual instruction tuning, we build

a publicly-accessible demo for Q-Instruct-mPLUG-Owl-

2 under the mix strategy, and invite our team members to

really chat with it. These conversations exhibit their ex-

cellent abilities on various scenarios, including multi-turn

queries (Fig. 2), multi-purpose assessment (Fig. 3), correc-

tion (Fig. 4), and local in-context perception (Fig. 5).



Figure 3. Qualitative Analysis (II): The Q-Instruct-tuned MLLM can serve as a multi-purpose (overall quality or specific distortion) and

multi-format (text, good/average/poor or numerical, e.g. 1/2/3/4/5) quality evaluator.

Figure 4. Qualitative Analysis (III): The Q-Instruct-tuned MLLM can correct itself based on further instructions. While provided with

additional context (i.e. background bokeh is intentional), it can modify its rating to align with the context.

E. Limitations

The known limitations of our studies are as follows. First,

though with improved quality assessment and low-level

visual perception abilities, the Q-Instruct-tuned models

have witnessed declined performance on general-purpose

tasks, especially language-centric tasks, or tasks that re-

quire heavy reasoning abilities. Therefore, they may pro-

duce unwanted outputs if applied to tasks other than low-

level visual perception and understanding. Second, though

with improved accuracy, the Q-Instruct-tuned models still

perform worse (68%-71% accuracy on LLVisionQA-test)

than an average human (about 74%), and may not yet be

able to directly replace human on low-level related tasks.

Thirdly, the Q-Instruct dataset mainly consists of natural

in-the-wild images. Though they prove excellent general-

ization on other types of visual contents, the performance

might still be improvable if further tuned on these datasets.



(a) A strong contrast image.

(b) A partly in-focus image.

Figure 5. Qualitative Analysis (IV): Local in-context low-level perceptual abilities of Q-Instruct-tuned MLLMs. They can effectively

discern the bright part and dark part in a strong contrast image (a), or the clarity of different objects/areas in a partly in-focus image (b).
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H. License

Researchers and open-source developers are free to use the

Q-Instruct dataset and the fine-tuned weights as provided

for the four MLLMs. We also allow commercial use, while

any commercial use should be pre-permitted by our team.

Any usage should also comply with licenses of the original

base models (inc. base LLMs such as Vicuna, LLaMA-2).

I. Results on General-Purpose Benchmarks

Though our main aim is to provide first-of-its-kind special-

ized language assistant for low-level vision tasks and have

not optimized for the general benchmarks, our tuning still

retains decent general ability. Take InternLM-XComposer-

VL [7] (mix) as an example, on MMBench-test [1], after Q-

Instruct tuning, it slightly drops from 74.4% to 71.4%, from

3rd (among 31) to 7th, still more competitive than LLaVA-

v1.5-13B (67.8%) and Qwen-VL-Plus (67%).
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